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Dear Mr. Goodman:

Attached is the first quarterly report on the "Downtown Crossing"
project covering the period of August 15, 1978 to November 15, 1978.

As you will note the Section I narrative also gives a historical
and chronological view of the steps taken by the Boston Redevelopment
Authority, the City, and other interested parties in planning and
applying for the Demonstration Grant.

First reports of Christmas sales activity within the "Crossing"
would appear quite favorable. We hope to have a more definitive
reading in the near future.

Thank you for your concern and assistance over the past year.
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I. AUTO RESTRICTED ZONE (BOSTON) - A PERSPECTIVE - 1978

Traffic congestion in the Summer-Winter-Washington Street area

of Boston has been a problem since the turn of the century.

-•-A 1914 study of Boston traffic suggested making the so-called

100% corner a pedestrian area. However, this World War I idea did

not reach fruition until 1978 - 64 years later.

^In October of 1975, Boston was one of forty-two cities to submit

an initial application for ARZ demonstration Funds co Urban Mass

Transportation Administration (UMTA) through the Mayor's Office based

on plans developed by the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA)

.

Though downtown Boston was one of the more successful and still

vital sections of an urban area, it was beset by age-old problems of

traffic congestion. The auto and the pedestrian were in conflic-c

and the pedestrian seemed to be losing. However, the City had no

desire to banish the auto merely to lessen its mor-^ del.= t:^r Loas

effects on the downtown environment. It sought a compromise.

On April 13, 1976, UMTA approved Boston as one of f i /e sites In

the country which would be studied by UMTA as eligible sites for

Section 6, Demonstration Grant funds. An UMTA consultant team b-^gan

to study the Boston area and developed the initial plan for an auto

restricted zone.

From the spring of 197'^ to che soring of 1973 the Mayor's Office,

the BRA and the UMTA consultants worked on detailed planning for

t;ie so-callei auto re3tricte<i zone.
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In July, 1977, the .Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority

(MBTA) was invited by the Mayor's Office to participate in

developing the transit-related components of the plan.

In September, 1977, the BRA appoint^l a Projact Coordinator

to oversee the application, planning and community participation

necessary to file for $1.5 million in Demonstration Grant funds.

^On September 12, 1977, a meeting was held in the BRA Board

Room headed by then BRA Di:ectoc, Robert Walsh, and then Transporta-

tion Adviser, Emily Lloyd. Attending this meeting were William

Tilbucg of Jordan's; Bart Qummere of Filene's; and Al Schmertzler

of the Winter Street Association. At this meeting the mer;:hants

insisted the Spring-Summer of 1978 should be the target date for

the project's start and that constru:::tion had to be completed by

October 15, 1978 (the start of the Christmas shopping upswing).

iMs , Lloyd assured the merchants that an attempt would be made to

meet the target date and that they had the Mayor's assurance that all

Citv departments would cooperate.

The bra's Urban Design Department held a series of meetings

with the Winter Street Association and others on the projected design,

lighting and street furniture on Winter Street. These meetings were

held in October, November and December, 1977 and January and

February, 1973.

The BRA was concerned with the design also as it affected the

handicapped. In an attempt to get soma knowledge of the extent of

the problem, the Coordinator "^devised a quas t lonnair a whi::h was
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given out at one meeting. A number of the questionnaires were

given to the Winter Street Asiiociat ion . In addition, contact was

made with the State Barriers Commission and individuals who ware

handicapped. The Traffic & Par'king Department fait it could not

address this concern until it could see the entire plan under

implementation. This was done. ^The Traffic & Par'!<ing Department

has now put parking spaces for the handicapped into the auto-

rastrictad area.

The persons at the various Winter Street design meeting had

been promised that if they used their private cars to deliver goods

to their stores prior to this project's implementation that they

would be allowed to continue such use. This would be done on a

"permit basis. The merchant was allowed only to park for the time

allowed necessary to deliver goods.

7The consensus of the meetings was to have distinctive lighting,

and face to building face bricking of Winter Street with a minimu-i oE

street furniture. It was agreed some type of closure had to be

designed to shut off the street after 11:00 a.m. A heated discussion

took place on the efficacy of the drainage system. This was fully

resolved to the satisfaction of those present. Only one merchant

consistently opposed the whole concept and this conflict could not

be reconciled.

During this period, the fall and early winter of 1977, work

went on at the BRA-iMayor ' s Office preparing to file a so-called

preliminary application for Demonstration Grant funds by the BRA.

^A lettac was also prepared and sent to tha Massachusetts Department
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of Public Works (MDPW) seeking money under the Urban Systems

section of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)

.

In addition, MBTA had applied for money under Section 3 of

the UMTA Act of 1964. This contract was approved on January 15, 1978,

and a portion of the money used to fund project engineering for all

elements of the ARZ.

To coordinate these efforts and the complex mechanism needed

to successfully carry out the project, the BRA set up a series of

inter-agency meetings involving the local agencies and the "regional

office personnel of UMTA and the FHWA.

One vexing problem was to determine which of these two agencies

would be the "lead agency" for engineering and environmental

standards

.

^"^A letter was prepared by the concerned local agencies to the

Federal Administrators seeking ho have UMTA and FHWA agree on a

divison of responsibilities. The regional offices agreed and this

was confirmed by '-''-'"^letter that UMTA vro.ild be responsible for the

environmental studies and FHWA for engineering.

Intensive work had begun in September on filing the preliminary

application to UMTA for Section 6 funds. ^^On September 22, 1977, the

BRA Board approved a resolution to file the application. The

application was sent to UMTA on November 9, 1977.

In October, 1977, the BRA -^^began a weekly Steering Commi '-,tae

meeting in which personnel from the BRA, Mayor's Office and MBTA

participated. From time to time, as needed, consultants under contract

to these agencies participated in the meetings. These meetings continue.
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In November and December, 1977, '-^a series of notices ware

printed in the Boston Globe, Boston Herald-American, the Roxbury

Banner, and El Mando alerting the community to a public hearing

before the BRA Board on January 5, 1978.

On the above date, 22 persons testified in support of the

concept both from the business community and neighborhoods which

would be affected by the bus routes. There was no dissent.

•'-^On January 25, 1978, the Environmental Statement Requiremsnt

was filed by the .MBTA^^ On February 2, 1978, an all-day hearing con-

cerning environmental questions was chaired by Kyoshi Mano of UMTA.

Many persons appeared to testify including representatives of the

Boston Landmarks Commission and the Massachusetts Historical Comnission.

The bricking on part of Washington Street was struck from the plan

because of a safety question.

^
"^During the period of January, February, March and April, a

series of design meetings were held with Jordan Marsh and Filene's

regarding the design of Summer Street.

•'-^The basic design was agreed upon including the need for nevv

lighting in the area. The design would feature building face to building

face brickinj, benches and planters. Concern was expressed by Jordan's

that the bricking did not extend the length of their store. They

felr this should happen in any Phase II construction. •'-^In April a

latter was sent to Filene's and Jordan's pointing out several areas

which could be included in any maintenance agreement on the area.





On February 10, 1978, the City of Boston requested that the

ARZ, now known as the Transit and Traffic Improvement Program be included

by the MPO as part of the Transportation Improvement Program for

the Boston area.

^'^On February 25, 1978, the so-called 25% submission of con-

struction plans was made personally td Commissioner John Carroll of

the MDPW by the BRA Director Robert Walsh and the Transportation

Adviser, Emily Lloyd.

On .March 17, 1973, the BRA began negotiations with the U. S.

Department of Labor and the transit union to satisfy the so-called

13-C Labor Protection section of the 1954 UMTA Act.

^'•The bra's attorney, Margaret Brown, was assisted in this

pursuit by advice from MBTA consultant Joseph Emerson. The BRA ^iled

its final application for $1,516,915 in Demonstration Grant Funds

with UMTA on March 28, 1978.

The I-13TA itself concluded its 13-C agreement on April 4, 1978.

The bra's agreement came the next month.

On April 21, 1978,^-^ 35 persons attended the 75% submission of

construction dravv/ings to the MDPW. During the ensuing six weeks a

number of conferences were held by the MDPW to bring the 75% up to 100%

construction approved plans.

The BRA had drawn up a memorandum^'* of understanding in

February, 1973, whi.^h was circulated -o all concerned local agendas.

The memorandum, which designated the BRA as the lead local agency,

was formally signed by all parties on March 25, 1978.
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During this same month the First National Bank's complaint

about too long a bus stop being placed in front of its Federal Street

headquarters was resolved. One bus bay was shifted to the next

street and a taxi stand was added on Federal Street which made for

an amicable compromise.

The months of iMay and June were busy ones as the various agencies

attempted to get the application approved, and the construction contract

approved for advertising. In addition, these months saw a flurry of

activity in pre-implementation evaluation of the project. From mid-

iMay^^ until the end of June a number of pedestrian, business, employee,

traffic counts and other surveys were done under the guidance of

Cambridge Systematics. Detailed evaluation reports are being prepared

by this firm.

The MDPW required that the BRA-City obtain rights-of-entry

and construction licenses from all those whom construction would affect

in these areas. A BRA team plus a person from the Traffic & Parking

Department personally went from door to door to get the permissions.

Some required as many as ten individual signatures for one entry

permit and others had to be obtained from home offices as far away

as Dallas, Texas. The 40 or so permits were finally obtained in time.

In May, the BRA,^"^ through a job posting and extensive recruiting

orocess, sought a person to be Community Cooriinator for the project.

The position consisted of doing public relations for the project,

manning the sit^ office provided free by the Retail Trade Board and

coordinating complaints and permit applications. In June, twenty

persons were interviewed for the position and three persons were given
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second interviews. Ms. Deborah Hanley was chosen for the job.

Also during .May the interested pariiies attempted to come forth

with a name for the project of Less mundane monotony than Transit

and Traffic Improvement Program.

A brainstorming session hashed over many names including the

James Michael Cur lay Mall, Washington Mall, Hub Mall, etc. Finally,

Traffic & Parking hired an advertising agency. They devised a blue

and white logo with a sneaker- like footprint in the middle plus the

name "The Downtown Freedom Mall"." This name continued on the project

until some merchants expressed distaste for the logo and the name. A

subsequent meeting brought forth "The Downtown Promenade". Some had

trouble pronouncing it with the broad Bostonian "A". The mouse

roared again through the aegis of another advertising agency and the

3"Downtown crossing" was born and henceforth the project lias bocae

that name.

On May 15, 1978, a so-called "Letter of No Prejudice"^- allowing

the BRA to incur reimbrusabla costs was received by the Authority.

On June 10, 1978, the MDPW advertised for bids on the construction

contract which could not be opened until July, 1978.

On June 15, 1978,"^ a letter of approval of the Demonstration

Grant application filed March 28, 1978, was sent to the BRA Director,

Robert F. Walsh. On June 30, 1978, the MBTA route changes vv^ere

finalized. On July 11, bids were Doened at the MDPW offices and

Reynolds Construction & Equipment Co., of Canton, Massachusetts was

the low bidder

.
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On July 13, 1973, ^"^ the contract between UMTA and the BRA was

officially signed.

The construction contract was awarded to Reynolds by the

iMassachusetts Department of Public Works' Board on August 7, 1973.

During August, 573 letters were sent out to Goods Deliverers

and businessmen in the "Downtown Crossing" area. In addition, there

were a number of TV, radio and newspaper promotions aimed at publi-

cizing the traffic turn-around on September 5, 1973.

Over 120,000 leaflets^^ to motorists, pedestrians , and taxi

37operators were distributed during August and September.

During July and August, negotiations began and were concluded

between the BRA and the MBTA governing a third-party $70 9,000

contract for the extension of 10 bus routes into the Downtown Crossing.

Negotiations were also undertaken for the signing of a $100,000

towing contract between the Traffic &. Parking Department, City of Boston

and the BRA. Another third-party contract was negotiated between

the BRA and the City of Boston Police Department for coverage of

the "Downtown Crossing" entry points. This was signed on October 30,

1973.28

On August 27, 1978,-^^ UMTA Project Manager Joseph Goodman met

with Traffic & Parking, the BRA and the MBTA regarding pra-promotion

activities. He was satisfied with the progress but suggested more

police be used.
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The police assigned^ during these crucial weeks were allocated

by Commissioner Joseph Jordan under the direction of Commissioner

Emily Lloyd and the concurrence of the BRA.

Construction which began in mid-x\ugiis- vent along slowly with

the emphasis being placed on doing those things which would allow

the traffic turn-around to begin on schedule September 5, 1978,

as discussed below.
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II. GOALS FOR THE FIRST QUARTER (AUGUST 15-NOVEMBER 15) AND
EXTENT TO WHICH THE GOALS WERE MET

The first quarter's activities were directed toward

implementing the operational elements of the project and as many

design elements as could feasibly be constructed before the

Christmas shopping season and winter weather. The project goals and

achievements are considered in the categories of construction, bus

operations, traffic operations, enforcement, maintenance and pro-

motion .

A. Construction

1

.

First Quarter Goals

a. To construct as many elements as possible to get the

buses moving by the September target date;

b. To construct as many design elements as possible

before the winter weather and the Christmas shopping season;

c. To minimize interference with retail operations,

particularly after the start of the Christmas shopping season.

2

.

Meeting the Goals

a. This goal was met. By September 4 the rubble block

defining the exclusive bus lanes was laid, the neck.iown at

Washington and Milk was removed to allow the buses to make

the right turn, Bedford Street was widened to accommodate the

exclusive bus lane and signing of the parking regulations and

entry points was complete.
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b. By November 15, the end of the first quarter, the

following additional elements were completed:

1) Curbing and concrete base for Franklin Street island

and Summer Street bus stop sidewalk widening were laid.

(A delay in obtaining suitable brick prohibited comple-

tion of these elements).

2) All signal bases and conduit were put in place,

except one location.

3) Church Green construction was complete except for

signal installation.

4) Knee land Street/Surface Artery improvements were

underway.

5) Conduit was laid for lights and signals in Summer

and Winter Streets .

c. Close contact with merchants was maintained throughout

the first quarter to minimize construction impacts on retail

operations. Due to the desire to avoid disruption during the

Christmas season, work on Winter and Summer Streets beyond the

installation of the conduit was delayed until spring. In miii-

October , the Boston Gas Company began construction in Winter

Street; this precluded doing the brick work earlier. Their

work continued through November.
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B. Bus Operations

L. First Quarter Goals

a. To get the buses running by September 9th.

b. To notify riders of changed routes.

c. To enforce traffic and parking regulations related

to bus lanes and routes .

d. To adjust traffic signals to optimize bus operating

conditions

.

e. To have bus shelters constructed before the winter

weather

.

2 . Meeting the Goals

a. All bus routes were operating by the scheduled date

of September 9th, although the Franklin S-reet stop was not

used until the concrete base for the island was laid.

b. To notify riders of the bus route changes:

1) 25,000 flyers were distributed at terminals of

Route 7 - South Station
11 - Kneeland and Washington Streets

" 49 - Essex and Washington Streets

92 - Haymarket Square
" 93 - Haymarket Square

completed 9/5/78.

2) 10,000 information bulletins throughout Roxbury and the

South End on Route 43 were handled by Little City Halls

completed 8/28/78-

3) Signs at terminals of Routes 7, 11, 49, 92, 300, 301,

304, 305 were put up by 9/6/78.

4) Information bulletins throughout Roxbury and rhe South

End Dosted bv Little City Halls completed 9/6/78.
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5) Schedule cards with DOWKITOWKI CROSSING bus routes on

the reverse side were distributed to passengers completed
9/9/78; 2,000 each for Routes 7, 11, 43, 49, 92, 93, 300,
301, 304, 305.

6) Car cards announcing which buses will go into DOWNTOWN
CROSSING on 800 buses were completed 9/1/78.

7) press releases foe all newspapers serving the neighbor-
hoods through which the buses travel were completed
8/23/73.

3) 400,000 systemwide maps with DOWJTOWN CROSSING panel
were put in circulation 9/1/78.

9) Production of TV slide of the bus routes to be used
as a Public Service Announcement was developed by
Deborah Han ley 8/2 3/78.

10) Bus stop signs for Routes 7, 11, 49, 92, 93 were posted
which said: DOWNTO^VN CROSSING SERVICE effective
September 9, 1978, completed 9/5/73.

11) 2,500 DOWr.ITOWl<r posters were mailed along with 1,000
PASS IT ON ' s to all 719 participating employei's in

the MBTA Pass Program completed 8/18/78.

12) Posters and Fact Sheets were distributed depending
on the size and location of employers most affected
completed 8/25/78.

13) Employers displayed posters in conspicuous areas, did
stories in their house organs, and hand distributed
leaflets for employees, completed 8/25/78.

14) On October 31, 2,000 leaflets were distributed on board
Routes 92, 93, 43 and 1, and 200 posters put up along
the routes indicating additional evening service for
Chrisinas shopolnj.

The permanent installation of the backs of the bus stop signs
indicating route informatio i, was not .::oinpl^'- -id until
December 8th.

One unanticipated problem with the changed routings was a

certain amount of adverse reaction to the changed routing of

Route 43 from the South End. Surveys and community meetings
have been underway to identify options which would be

acceptable to the majority of riders.
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c. Traffic and parking regulations have been enforced.

The most difficult area for the buses is congestion on

Washington between West and Boylston/Essex. This is due

to driver confusioii at finding Washington Street closed.

Already this problem has shifted from the peak hours to

the shopping peaks as regular users of the area learn the

new traffic patterns.

A second parking problem has existed at First National

Bank on Federal Street where taxis park in the bus stops

and vice versa-

Bus operations have also been affected by day-to-day

traffic variations which have been handled as they arise.

d. Traffic signals have not all been adjusted yet; not all

signals are yet in place. Because traffic is lighter than

anticipated, the operation of the signals has been less

critical than expected.

e. Shelter installation has been delayed due to mistakes

in shop drawings, but all shelters are scheduled to be

installed early in 1979.
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C . Traff ic Operations

1

.

Firs t _Qu.a_r_t_e_r _Gqa_ls_

a. To have signs necessary for traffic operations in

place by September 5th (even if temporary) and to proceed

•vith as 'nuch permanent sign installation as possible by

the end of the construction season.

b. To have traffic signals or police operating at all

times at key intersections.

c. To monitor initial traffic changes to see if modifica-

tions were needed outside the study area.

2

.

Meeting the Goals

a. A.11 parking regulation signs and entry point restric-

tion signs were installed by September 5th. The directional

signs were not installed until the second quarter, except

for six temporary signs installed in October. As the

project proceeded, so'ue signing was adjusted where

directions were not clear and some new signs were added.

In particular, signing on streets where long established

traffic patterns were changed (Washington and West, Summer

and Otis, Franklin and Hawley and Winter and Tremont) proved

insufficient. Loading zones were creatad at 3:^'r=3Cal loca-

tions where capacity was not needed for traffic and some

loading zones were extended to add space wha-:^ pr 5bl-ila^^

ai-'osa. Modifications continue to be made in signing as

necessarv.
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b. Since all new signals are not yet operational due

to lead time requirements for controllers, traffic control

at key intersectioas contia ass to be provided by police

(see the enforcement section) . .Most signal conduit and

hardware was installed in the flr^t quarter; we are still

awaiting controllers.

c. Traffic counts have been taken at locations inside

and outside the study area. While detailed analysis of

rerouted traffic has not yet been completed, no serious

congestion effects arising from the project have been

documented to date

.
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D. Enforcement

1. First Quarter Goals

a. To provide maximum en forcemeat at entry points and

bottlenecks during the first days of the project.

b. To provide consistent and high level oc towing to

enforce parking regulations.

c. After the first days, to replace police presence at

entry points wit'i ticketing, towing and moving violations

to stop offenders and make the project more self-enforcing.

2

.

Meeting the Goals

a. Police were stationed at key traffic intersections

from September 4th - October 4th. During that time we went

from 23 police to 3.

b. The police tow unit was temporarily assigned 100?^ into

the DOV;nTOWN CROSSING.

Supplemental towing with a private contractor was not

started in the first quarter due to delays in the contract

negotiations but was underway the week of December 11th.

Towing statistics for the first three months are as

follows

:

- A total of 1,334 cars were towed within Downtown

Crossing between August 31 and Octobet 3 1; 43;o of

these were towed on five streets - Tramont, Washington,

Federal, Essex and Devonshire.
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- In November, 400 cars were towed in the area, bringing

the total to 1, 739.

- Average tows par day were 59 between 8-31 and 9-17,

23 between 9-18 and 10-8, 7 between 10-9 and 10-29,

and 16 between 10-30 and 11-26.

More detailed statistics on types of violations are

included in the attached tables.

c. While police were retained to direct traffic at entry

point intersections where signals were not yet operating,

an effort was made to replace the police with enforcement

within the zone. In September, police issued 20 moving

violations/day within the area; by November this number

was reduced to 5/day. Meter maids have maintained a high

level of parking enforcement, issuing 8,321 tickets in

September, 5,732 in October and 5,628 in November.
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E. I^aintenance

1. First Quarter Goals

a. To establish a mechanism for maintenance of School,

Summer, Winter and Old Sta".^ 'dous;^ Park.

b. To determine how demonstration budget for maintenance

could be used to supplement rajulai" ::ity maiat;?aance

.

c. To assure continued city maintenance at pre-project

levels as a minimum.

2. -Meetin g- th>=: Goals

a. At School Street, arrangements were made to expand an

existing maintenance agreement between the Boston Five

Cents Savings Bank and the City. The agreement was

not signed by November 15. Negotiations between the

City, Filene's and Jordan Marsh were begun for Summer

Street. No action was taken on developing agreements for

Winter Street or the Old State House Park.

b. An order was placed for 150 large trash barrels for the

Downtown Crossing, using demonstration funds. Beyond

this decision no further action was taken on using

UMTA funds to supplement the Ci~y mai.itanance budget.

c. City maintenance within the area proceeded as usual

during the first quarter, wit i an extra effort being

made by assigning additional "Scrub the Hub" crews into

the area. As part of a larjer lowntown beautif ication

effort involving 150 workers, eight full-time workers
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have been assigned to vork 7 days a .i/eek in Downtown

Crossing. Their job involves sweeping streets and

sidewalks by hand (i.i addition to nightly mechanical

cleanings by the City Public Works Department) and

emptying litter baskets as needed. In addition, a

3-person "environmental task force", within the Polica

Department and funded by CETA has been initiated in the

downtown to enforce the City's environmental ordinances,

including rubbish disposal and animal control; violators

receive a $10 traffic violation.
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Promotion

1. First Quarter Goals

a. To hire a full-time promotioa parson.

b. To set up a site office.

c. To provide maximum level of publicity before the

start of the project.

d. To continue promotion at high levels during the first

few weeks

.

e. To establish a regular merchants maeting to discuss

issues and promotion.

f. To plan activities and publicity for Christmas shopping.

2. Meeting the Goals

a. A promotion person, Ms. Deb Hanley, was hired julv 27. 1978

and an assistant on Sept. 25^ 1978 . These positions

will continue until Sept. 24,. 1978. It is possible that

the merchants may continue to fund this staff after

the demonstration year.

b. A site office was sat up within Downtown Crossing at

38 Chauncy Street on Mav 15,_ 1978 . The space

was donated by the Retail Trade Board, whose offices

are across the hall.

c. Major efforts were made to notify motorists, bus riders,

taxi drivers, delivery companies, employees and the public

at large of the changes occuring in bus routes and

traffic patterns. The bus information is described

in Section B above. With regard to the other efforts:
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1) A total of 140,000 leaflets was distributed:

. Daring the week of August 28 to drivers at the

Massachusetts Turnpike, Callahan/Sumner Tunnel,

and Mystic Bridge toll booths and downtown express-

way ramps and to on-street parkers in the Downtown

Crossing area.

. During the entire week of September 4 to drivers

at all entry points to Downlijva Crossing.

2) A special leaflet for taxi drivers and distributed

in quantity to taxi companies by the City and to

the taxi pool a.t Logan Airport by Massport the week

of September 4.

3) Letters describing delivery restrictions were sent

to merchants on affaotsd streets and to delivery

companies and truckers during August.

4) Radio, TV and newspapers were notified of the up-

coming changes in press releases and press kits.

d. During the first weeks of the project radio and T^/

appearances were scheduled for City and MBTA officials and

merchants to keep the project in the public eye. A log

of media coverage is included as an appendix.

e. Starting on Aug. 24, 1978 , a weekly merchant group

meeting dt 33 Cnaunoy Street was initiated by the BRA '

s

promotion person to discuss construction and operational

issues and develop plans for joiai advertising and

promotion. Attendance lists and agendas for these
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The Chr i-H - aas shoppiaj T = -a3ja has been a major

focus of Downtown Crossing promotion since Christmas

is traditionally the busiest time for downtown

retailers. in the first quarter, merchant partici-

pation in lighting the downtown was arranged and a

Downtown Crossing advertising suppleinent was

orgajiized for the two City newspapers and a suburban

chain. These activities have been paid for by

the merchants and coordia.=itad by the BRA's promotion

person.





ATTACHMENTS

First Quarter Reoort

1. A 1914 Boston Traffic Study (in part)
2. Copy of Initial BRA Application to UMTA for Consideration

as Demonstration City
3. List of Attendance at September 12, 1977 Organizational

Meeting
4. Handicapped Questionnaire
5. Parking Spaces for Handicapped - Map
6. Attendance Design Meeting - Permits
7. Lighting Brochure
8. Urban Systems Funding Letter
9. FHWA-UMTA-Regional Meeting

10. Letter and Reply FHWA-UMTA
11. BRA Board Resolution approving Application
12. Typical Steering Committee Agenda and Minutes
13. Newspaper Notices of Public Hearing
14. List of Those Testifying
15. Environmental Statement
16. Environmental Hearing - UMTA
17. Series of Design Meetings - Jordan ' s-Filene 's

18. Basic Design Renderings - Winter Street, Summer Street,
Old State House Road, Boston Five Park

19. Letter to Jordan's - Filene's regarding Maintenance Agreement
20. Letter covering 25% Construction Plan Submission to MDPW

Commissioner John Carroll
21. 13-C Submission Latter
22. Transit Union Letter
23. List of Participants 75% Construction Plan Submission
24. Memorandum of Understanding
25

.

Copies of Surveys
26. Representative Samples of Rights-of-Entry and Construction

Licenses
27. Job Posting
28. Copy of Freedom Mall Logo
29. Copy of "Dov</ntown Crossing" Logo
30. Letter of "No Prejudice"
31. Public Improvement Commission Agenda
32. Letter of Approval of Demonstration Grant, June 15, 1978
33. UMTA Contract Signed
34. Copies of Letters to "Crossing" Merchants
35. Copies of Leaflets for "Crossing" Opening
35. Letter of J. Goodman
37. List of Police Assigned
38. Copy of Towing Contract
39. Towing Tabulations
40. Agendas for Merchants Meeting and News Clippings
41. "Dov'/ntown Crossing" Advertising Supplement
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